
Mineral make-up is a type of make-up that uses only powders derived from minerals and nothing 

else: mica, zinc oxide, titanium oxide and colored pigments; this type of make up is all made of 

powder and so it could highlight the imperfections of a dry or mature skin. This means that it is not 

a type of product suitable for everyone. 

Mica, Titanium Dioxide, Zinc Oxide, Iron Oxides, Ultramarines, Kaolin Clay, Manganese Violet, 

Silica, Ferric Ferrocyanide, Chromium Oxides: these are the minerals that constitute the mineral 

makeup; many of these are also present in our products, but we combine them with moisturizing 

and emollient substances in order to make the mineral make-up much more comfortable and not 

having the feeling of skin pulling. 

Another disadvantage of mineral makeup: being composed by only powders, it can be much more 

difficult to work and spread compared to traditional make up, and it also hasn’t the same coverage 

and durability. Facial hairs are also highlighted, while a liquid foundation goes to "flatten" them 

and hide them. 

We are manufacturers of make-up for professional use and we want an impeccable performance 

and the mineral make-up cannot offer it. 

 

Here below you can find a list of our products containing minerals: 

MINERAL PRODUCT 
MICA Perfection base corrector look nude, green, lilac 

Liquid powder 
Compact foundation vit. E 
Dual matte 
Concealer 
Mr. strobe 
Camouflage 
Loose powder, loose powder HD 
Compact powder vit. E 
Liquid bronze 
Twin blush 
Compact bronzer 
Terra bronze 
Terra duo 
Compact blush  
Terracotta bronzer, terracotta stimme 
Cream blush 
Blush baby strobe 
All over shimmer 
Mrs. Strobe 
Nude glow serum 
Super stay eye eyeshadow primer 
Eyeshadow mono, duo, trio, cotto, trousse 
eyeshadow cotti, summer strips, stay cream 
eyeshadow 
Long lasting smokey eyes 



Super stay eye kajal 24h 
Kajal 1,2, 3, 4 
Mascara deep extension purple 
Eyebrow kit 
Eyebrow shimmer 
Lip balm 
Transparent lipstick, cream lipstick, lipstick 
hydrating, matte lipstick 
Silky matte Feminist 
BB lipstick, BB balm 
Shine&care lip 
Hologram lip 
Clear shine gloss, sensual gloss, brightness gloss, 
filler gloss, stay gloss 
Miracle lip pencil 

TITANIUM DIOXIDE Used as a white pigment in a lot of products. i.e.: 
Perfect skin oxygen foundation 
Dual matte 
Mr. strobe 
Eyebrow marker, eyebrow shimmer 
High definition lip pencil 

ZINC OXIDE Used as a white / yellow pigment in a lot of our 
products 

IRON OXIDE Used as a yellow / brown pigment in a lot of our 
products 

KAOLIN CLAY Hug mask mascara 
Compact foundation vit. E 

ULTRAMARINE Used as a blue pigment in a lot of our products 

MANGANESE VIOLET Used as purple pigment in a lot of our products 



SILICA Dual matte 
Weightless concealer 
Loose powder HD 
No trace compact powder  
Terracotta bronzer, terracotta shimmer 
Cream blush 
Blush cotto 
Mr. strobe, mrs. Strobe liquid 
Cream blush baby strobe 
All over shimmer 
Radiant eye primer 
Super stay eye kajal 24h 
Eyeshadow mono/trio 
Trousse eyeshadow cotti, eyeshadow summer 
strips, stay cream eyeshadow 
Long lasting smokey eyes 
Incredible eye enlightening gel 
Super stay eye eyeshadow primer 
Bold color waterproof eyeliner 
Mascara deep extension purple 
Iconic lashes mascara 
Eyebrow kit 
Lip balm 
Transparent lipstick, cream lipstick, matte lipstick, 
silky matte 
BB lipstick, BB balm 
The lipstick shine&fluid, shine&care lip 
Hologram lip 
Clear shine gloss 
Sensual gloss 
Glossy lips 
Brightness gloss, filler gloss, stay gloss 
Miracle lip pencil 

FERRIC FERROCYANIDE Used as a dark blue pigment in a lot of our products 

CHROMIUM OXIDE Used as a green pigment in a lot of our products 

 

 


